In the first part of our paper, we show that there exist non-isomorphic derived equivalent genus 1 curves, and correspondingly there exist nonisomorphic moduli spaces of stable vector bundles on genus 1 curves in general. Neither occurs over an algebraically closed field. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for two genus 1 curves to be derived equivalent, and we go on to study when two principal homogeneous spaces for an abelian variety have equivalent derived categories. We apply our results to study twisted derived equivalences of the form
Introduction
Two smooth projective varieties X and Y over a field k are derived equivalent if there is a k-linear triangulated equivalence D b (X) ≃ D b (Y). The first example of this phenomenon was discovered by Mukai [17] , who showed that D b (A) ≃ D b (Â) for any abelian variety A, whereÂ denotes the dual abelian variety. Finding non-isomorphic derived equivalent varieties has since become a central problem in algebraic geometry, closely bound up with homological mirror symmetry and the study of moduli spaces of vector bundles. For an overview, see the book [14] of Huybrechts.
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Here and in the rest of the paper, H i (k, −) denotes theétale cohomology group (or pointed set) H ié t (Spec k, −). Corollary 1.2. There exist non-isomorphic derived equivalent genus 1 curves.
In contrast to work of Atiyah [2] when X has a k-point, we find the following corollary in the course of our proof. Our results on derived equivalences of principal homogeneous spaces in higher dimensions rely on the twisted Brauer space, a tool for studyingétale twisted forms of derived categories introduced by the first named author in [1] . We give less complete results in higher dimensions, establishing a necessary condition for two principal homogeneous spaces for an abelian variety to be derived equivalent. As the conclusion in the general case is somewhat complicated, we extract one particular case to highlight here.
Theorem 1.4. Suppose that X and Y are principal homogeneous spaces for an abelian variety A over a field k such that End(A k s ) ∼ = Z and NS(A k s ) is the constant Galois module Z. Then, if D b (X) ≃ D b (Y), X and Y generate the same subgroup of H 1 (k, A). Conversely, if X and Y generate the same subgroup, then D b (X) ≃ D b (Y, β) for some β ∈ Br(k).
The theorem allows one to study derived equivalences of abelian fibrations, and we do so in the elliptic case, to give a partial answer to a question of Cȃldȃraru. Our work here is in addition closely related to the work of Bridgeland [7] and Bridgeland-Maciocia [8, 9] on derived equivalences of surfaces. In the case where S in the theorem is a smooth curve over the complex numbers, our theorem easily gives the converse of [7, Theorem 1.2] , since Br(S) = 0 in this case. This converse also occurs in [8, Section 4] . In particular, they show that derived equivalences D b (X) ≃ D b (Y) of smooth projective elliptic surfaces of non-zero Kodaira dimension are all compatible with appropriate elliptic structures p : X → S and q : Y → S.
Here is a brief description of the contents of our paper. Our results on genus 1 curves are proved in Section 2. In Section 3, we give background on dg categories, needed for the twisted Brauer space. The twisted Brauer space is introduced in Section 4, and it is used in Section 5 to give restrictions on when two principal homogeneous spaces can be derived equivalent. An example of an application to elliptic fibrations is in Section 6. 4 This paper originated at the AIM workshop Brauer groups and obstruction problems: moduli spaces and arithmetic in February 2013. We thank AIM for its hospitality and for providing a stimulating environment as well as Max Lieblich and Olivier Wittenberg for informative conversations.
Derived equivalences of genus 1 curves
We describe when two genus 1 curves are derived equivalent.
Elliptic Curves
Fix a field k. An elliptic curve E is defined to be a smooth geometrically connected genus 1 curve over k with a distinguished rational point e : Spec k → E. The derived category D b (E) is the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on E.
By the theorem of Bondal and Orlov, [14, Theorem 5.14], any derived equiv-
(always triangulated and k-linear) between two smooth projective varieties is isomorphic to the Fourier-Mukai transform Φ = Φ P associated to a complex P in D b (X × k Y). Moreover, the complex P is unique up to quasi-isomorphism. Unless it is explicitly needed, we suppress the name of the kernel. Given an object F of D b (X) we write Φ i (F) for the ith cohomology sheaf H i (Φ(F)). We use the notation O x for the skyscraper sheaf at x with value the residue field k(x). [14, Lemma 3 .31] over this local ring (since there is only one closed point) to find that P Z is quasi-isomorphic to a coherent sheaf flat over Z. Denote by j the map Z × Y X → X. We have found an equivalence j * P → F, where F is a coherent sheaf on Z × Y X that is flat over Z. As j is flat, the higher derived functors of j * vanish, from which it follows that j * H i (P) ∼ = H i (j * P). Because P is perfect, there are only finitely many non-zero cohomology sheaves, and j * H i (P) = 0 if i = 0. Hence, there is a neighborhood U of y on which H i (P) vanishes for each i = 0. The lemma now follows from a second application of [14, Lemma 3 .31].
The following theorem is well-known to the experts and appears first (in the algebraically closed case) as far as we can tell in Bridgeland's thesis [6] . A proof in the case that the base field is C appears as [14, Corollary 5.46 ]. We present a slightly different proof.
Theorem 2.2. If E and F are elliptic curves over a field k such that
Proof. Let x be a closed point of E. We observe that there is a unique value of i such that Φ i (O x ) = 0. Indeed, since F is an elliptic curve, the abelian category of quasi-coherent sheaves on F is hereditary. In particular,
Since O x is a simple sheaf, it follows that Φ(O x ) is simple and hence that Φ i (O x ) is non-zero for a unique value of i. By the lemma, it follows that this i does not depend on x, and moreover, Φ ≃ Φ P [i] where P is a coherent sheaf on E × k F flat over E. If the Φ i (O x ) are torsion-free, then they are stable vector bundles on F since they are simple vector bundles on a genus 1 curve.
In this notation, the kernel realizes E as the moduli space J F (r, d) of semi-stable vector bundles of rank r and degree d on F. The geometric points of E correspond to simple semi-stable vector bundles on F k s . These are therefore stable bundles, so that r and d are relatively prime (see Bridgeland [6, Lemma 6.3.6] 
have torsion, they are supported at points, and since they are simple they must correspond to skyscraper sheaves of single points. Thus, the kernel P of Φ is a translation of a line bundle on the graph of an isomorphism E ∼ = F by [14, Corollary 5.23].
Genus 1 Curves
The main theorem of this section is an analogue of the main result of the paper in the case of curves. It fully settles when two curves are derived equivalent over any base field. Before stating the theorem we can simplify the problem using the following lemmas. 
We will prove the theorem after two lemmas. 
In particular, this says that any two principal homogeneous spaces in the same Aut k (E)-orbit have isomorphic underlying curves. Now, given a Proof. Suppose E is an elliptic curve over k, and let G k be the Galois group of the separable closure k s over k. Let α ∈ Z 1 (G k , E(k s )) be a cocycle representing Y. We assume that α is constructed as follows. Pick a point p ∈ E(k s ). Then,
We adopt here a convention by which we use ⊕ and ⊖ for the group operations on E or the homogeneous space structure on Y, reserving + and − for divisors. Hence, if q and r are points of Y, then q ⊖ r is the unique point x of E such that
One way to view the cocycle α is that it describes the difference between the G k -actions on E(k s ) using the natural action and using the isomorphism v p . Indeed, given x ∈ E(k s ), we can compute
, and we can compose with an isomorphism
using the definition of the group law on E(k s ) and the fact that e is G k -fixed. The lemma follows. Now, we prove the main result of the section. 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Assume that D
, and now from Lemma 2.7 that X = φ * dY. As this argument is entirely symmetric, Y = ψ * eX for some ψ ∈ Aut k (E). Hence, the orders of Y and ψ * φ * edY in H 1 (k, E) agree. As the order of ψ * φ * edY is that of edY, we must have that ed is coprime to ord([Y]), as desired. Now, suppose that X = φ * dY for some φ ∈ Aut k (E) and some d prime to ord([Y]). In order to prove that D b (X) ≃ D b (Y), using Lemma 2.6, we see that it is enough to consider the case when φ is the identity, which is to say, by Lemma 2.7, when X = J Y (1, d) . We conclude by showing that there 
Examples and Applications
In this section we show that in some typical situations it is still the case that genus 1 curves are derived equivalent if and only if they are isomorphic. We also show that when this is not the case, it provides counterexamples to an open problem about moduli of stable vector bundles on genus 1 curves. Proof. Let E = Jac(X). If X and Y are not isomorphic, then they must represent two distinct Aut k (E)-orbits in H 1 (R, E). Our goal is to show that H 1 (R, E) is too small to allow non-isomorphic torsor classes. There are two cases corresponding to whether or not E has full 2-torsion defined over R. We merely check that H 1 (R, E) ≤ 2. This suffices because the two classes cannot be derived equivalent by Theorem 2.2.
Since Gal(C/R) ∼ = Z/2, we know that H 1 (R, E) is killed by 2. This tells us computing the whole group is equivalent to computing the 2-torsion part. In the case that E has full 2-torsion defined over R, consider the Kummer sequence
This induces an exact sequence
The middle group consists of non-twisted homomorphisms Hom(Z/2, Z/2 × Z/2) because the 2-torsion is fully defined over R, so the Galois action is trivial. Since the Weil pairing is non-degenerate and Galois invariant, we know 9 that the full 4-torsion is not defined over R otherwise R × would contain four distinct roots of unity. This means that [2] : E(R) → E(R) is not surjective and hence E(R)/2E(R) is non-trivial. This proves the inequality. The other case is that E [2] (R) ∼ = Z/2. In this case we can explicitly write down in terms of elements E [2] = {1, a, b, c}. Without loss of generality, we assume a σ = a, b σ = c and c σ = b where σ is the non-trivial element of G R . The condition on ρ : G R → E [2] being a twisted homomorphism forces ρ(1) = 1 and ρ(σ) = 1 or a. Thus there are only two possible cocycles. The non-trivial one is actually also a coboundary, since
Example 2.10. There exist non-isomorphic derived equivalent genus 1 curves.
Proof. Fix E/Q, a non-CM elliptic curve with j(E) = 0, 1728. Consider a genus 1 curve X ∈ H 1 (Q, E) with period 5. The cyclic subgroup generated by X has order 5 and hence all four non-split classes are generators. Only one other of these generators can be isomorphic as a Q-curve by Lemma 2.6. But by Theorem 2.5 any non-isomorphic generator is a non-isomorphic derived equivalent curve. This result is a rather surprising contrast to the results of Atiyah which says that fine moduli spaces of vector bundles on an elliptic curve are always isomorphic to the elliptic curve. More recently, Pumplün [22] even extended some of these results to work in a more general genus 1 setting suggesting that these types of examples might not exist.
Background on dg categories
In this section we give a brief introduction to dg categories. For details and further references, consult Keller [15] .
Definitions
A dg category C over a commutative ring R, also called an R-linear dg category, consists of 1. a class of objects ob(C ); 3. for each triple of objects (x, y, z) a morphism of degree 0
of chain complexes of R-modules satisfying obvious analogues of the unit and associativity axioms of a category. Note that the tensor product is the underived tensor product. For the sake of concreteness, we fix the sign conventions appearing in Keller's ICM talk [15] .
When ob(C ) is a set (and not a proper class), we say that C is small. An example is the dg category C consisting of a single point * where Map C ( * , * ) is any fixed dg algebra. Let dgcat R denote the category of small dg categories over R. A morphism in dgcat R is a dg functor, i.e., the data of a function F : ob(C ) → ob(D ) together with functorial morphisms of chain complexes
The homotopy category Ho(C ) of a dg category C is the additive R-linear category obtained by taking the same objects as C , but where
) is a quasi-equivalence for all x, y ∈ C and such that Ho(F) : Ho(C ) → Ho(D ) is essentially surjective. Note that these conditions imply that Ho(F) is an equivalence of categories.
Another construction is Z 0 (C ), a category with the same class of objects as C , but in which Hom Z 0 (C ) (x, y) = Z 0 Map C (x, y).
Big and small dg categories
The key notion in the study of dg categories is the idea of a right module over a small dg category C . This is simply a dg functor
where Ch dg (R) is the dg category of complexes of R-modules. The right modules over C form a dg category we will call Mod dg (C ). We refer to [15] for the definition of the mapping complexes in Mod dg (C ), and for the important projective model category structure on Z 0 Mod dg (C ).
In the special case of a dg algebra A viewed as a dg category with one object, giving a right module M : A op → Ch dg (R) is the same as giving a chain complex of R-modules M together with a map of dg algebras A op → End R (M). That is, we recover the usual sense of right A-module.
There is a model category structure on dgcat R in which the weak equivalences are the quasi-equivalences of dg categories [25] . For the purposes of this paper, the derived category of a small R-linear dg category C is the dg category D dg (C ) = Mod dg (cC ) • , the full dg subcategory of cofibrant objects (with respect to the projective model structure) in Mod dg (cC ), where cC is a cofibrant replacement for C in dgcat R . This is a large dg category.
The dg categories D dg (C ) that arise in this way are very special. Their homotopy categories D(C ) = Ho(D dg (C )) are triangulated categories that are closed under arbitrary coproducts, compactly generated, and locally small. We call any such dg category a compactly generated stable presentable R-linear dg category. This terminology differs slightly from that used in most literature on dg categories, and is derived instead from the language of stable ∞-categories, as developed in [16] .
Here is another way to describe D(C ). A map M → N of right modules over C is a quasi-isomorphism if the induced map M(X) → N(X) is a quasiisomorphism in Ch dg (R) for each object X of C . The derived category of C is the localization of Ho(Mod dg (C )) at the quasi-isomorphisms. It is in fact equivalent to D(C ). Besides providing a dg model for D(C ), the construction of D dg (C ) above serves to show that this localization actually exists. Details can be found in [15] .
Note the correspondence between the small dg category C and its category of right modules Mod dg (C ). This correspondence becomes tighter if we use pretriangulated small dg categories. Call a small dg category C pretriangulated if the image of the Yoneda embedding Ho(C ) → D(C ) is stable under shifts and extensions. A pretriangulated small dg category C is idempotentcomplete if this image is also stable under summands.
Sheaves and dg categories
If X is an R-scheme, there is an R-linear dg category QC dg (X) of complexes of O X -modules with quasi-coherent cohomology sheaves. This dg category has a full dg subcategory Perf dg (X) ⊆ QC dg (X) consisting of the perfect complexes. These are the complexes of O X -modules that are Zariski-locally quasiisomorphic to bounded complexes of vector bundles. By a theorem of Bondal and van den Bergh [4] , QC dg (X) is quasi-equivalent to D dg (Perf dg (X)).
There is an equivalence D(QC dg (X)) ≃ D qc (X), where D qc (X) is the usual triangulated category of complexes of O X -modules with quasi-coherent cohomology sheaves. The full subcategory of D(QC dg (X)) consisting of objects quasi-isomorphic to objects in Perf dg (X) is Perf(X), the triangulated category of perfect complexes. If X is quasi-compact and quasi-separated, the perfect complexes Perf(X) ⊆ D qc (X) have a purely categorical description. Namely, by Bondal and van den Bergh [4, Theorem 3.1.1] they are the complexes x ∈ D qc (X) such that the functor Hom D qc (X) (x, −) : D qc (X) → Mod R commutes with coproducts.
When X is regular and noetherian, the natural inclusion of triangulated categories Perf(X) → D b (X) is an equivalence. This is because any bounded complex of coherent O X -modules has a finite-length resolution by vector bundles Zariski-locally. 
by the first part and by our remark in the previous paragraph. Hence, (1) implies (2) .
Suppose now that F :
is an equivalence. Then, by an important theorem of Orlov [18] , there is a complex
, and where π X and π Y denote the projections from X × k Y. Because we have this nice model for F, Φ P extends to a functor Perf dg (X) → Perf dg (Y) which is by definition a quasi-equivalence, so that (2) implies (3). That (3) implies (4) is immediate from the description of QC dg (X) as D dg (Perf dg (X)). Finally, that (4) implies (1) follows by taking homotopy categories.
Remark 3.2.
Because of the second statement of the proposition, we work everywhere with D qc (X) and its dg enhancement QC dg (X) in the rest of this paper.
Remark 3.3.
The converse to the first statement would hold if we required a possibly stronger condition, namely that the dg enhancements Perf dg (X) and Perf dg (Y) are quasi-equivalent. Indeed, QC dg (X) can be constructed from Perf dg (X) as we have remarked above.
Base change
If C is a small R-linear dg category and S is a commutative R-algebra, we denote by C S the S-linear dg category with the same objects as C , but where
If C is a small idempotentcomplete pretriangulated dg category, we define C S as the full subcategory of compact objects in Q dg,S . Note that in this case we have now overloaded the definition of the base change of a small idempotent-complete pretriangulated dg category. We will however always mean the latter when C is of this form.
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We choose this definition so that the result is also pretriangulated and idempotent complete, and so that the following examples hold. If A is an R-algebra,
If either X is a flat R-scheme or S is a flat commutative R-algebra, then QC dg (X) S ≃ QC dg (X S ), and Perf dg (X) S = Perf dg (X S ).
Stacks of dg categories
Later in the paper, we will need to use stacks of dg categories. We take the perspective of [26, Section 3] , and explain briefly what we mean here.
A stack of stable presentable dg categories Q dg on a scheme X in some topology τ is an assignment of a stable presentable dg category (what Toën calls locally presentable)
for each map Spec S → X, together with the assignment of pullback maps f * : Q dg (Spec S) → Q dg (Spec T) that preserve homotopy colimits for each map f : Spec T → Spec S of affine X-schemes. One needs to fix moreover the various data that encode the composition functions and so on. Finally, one requires that whenever S → T • is a hypercover in the τ-topology, the natural map
is a quasi-equivalence. This homotopy limit is taken in an appropriate model category or ∞-category of big R-linear dg categories. See Toën [26, Section 3] for details and references.
There are a few remarks about how we will use these that need to be made. First of all, define a stable presentable R-linear dg category with descent to be a stable presentable R-linear category Q dg such that if R → S is a map of commutative rings, and if S → T • is a τ-hypercover, then the natural map
is a quasi-equivalence. If X = Spec R is itself affine, then giving a stack of stable presentable dg categories Q dg is equivalent to giving the stable presentable Rlinear dg category with descent Q dg = Q dg (Spec R).
Second, any dg category D dg (C ), where C is a small R-linear dg category, is a stable presentable R-linear dg category with fpqc descent. This important fact follows from [26, Corollary 3.8] .
Third, as a consequence, if X is a quasi-compact and quasi-separated Rscheme, the dg category QC dg (X) is a stable presentable R-linear dg category with descent. Indeed, in this case, QC dg (X) = D dg (Perf dg (X)) by [4] . It follows that if X → B is a flat quasi-compact and quasi-separated morphism of schemes, then the functor QC X on B, which assigns to any Spec S → B the S-linear dg category QC X dg (Spec S) = QC dg (X S ) is an fpqc stack of stable presentable dg categories on B.
Fourth, by restricting the class of affines we test on, given a stack Q dg of stable presentable R-linear categories on X and a map f : Y → X, we can obtain a stack f * Q dg on X.
Fifth, there is an obvious notion of an equivalence of stacks Q dg ≃ P dg , which results by specifying equivalences Q dg (Spec S)→P dg (Spec S), specifying compatibilities with the pullback functors in each stack, and specifying various higher homotopy coherences. Of particular importance is that if X and Y are R-schemes at least one of which is flat over R, then any complex P in D qc (X × R Y) gives rise to a Fourier-Mukai functor Φ P : QC X → QC Y by the usual formula. Let Y → X be a flat quasi-compact and quasi-separated morphism of schemes, and let QC Y dg be the associated stack of stable presentable dg categories on X, as described in Section 3.5, which we view as anétale stack on X. Anotherétale stack Q dg of locally presentable dg categories over X isétale locally equivalent to QC 
Example 4.2 ([1])
. Suppose that C is the genus 0 curve defined by the equation
and C is not rational. In particular, D qc (C) is not equivalent to D qc (P 1 R ). However, after extension to the complex numbers, we do have
This pointed set was defined and realized as the set of connected components π 0 Br Y (X) in [1] , where Br Y (X) is a certain topological space. In fact, this space is itself the space of global sections of anétale hypersheaf of spaces on the bigétale site of X. This observation is useful for actually computing Br Y (X). As discussed in [1, Section 3.2], there is a fibre sequence of sheaves of spaces on 
Recall that if K(A, n) is an Eilenberg-MacLane sheaf, then
for 0 ≤ i ≤ n and 0 otherwise. Suppose now that Y is smooth, proper, and geometrically connected over X. Then, HH 0 (Y) × ∼ = G m,X . By taking sections of the fiber sequence above, and then taking the long exact sequence in homotopy, we obtain the exact sequence
Exactness is a slightly touchy matter here, as the last line is an exact sequence of pointed sets. 
, the stack whose sections over Spec S → X is the dg category QC dg (X S , α). Since α and C are bothétale locally trivial, so is their tensor product.
Derived equivalences of principal homogeneous spaces
Orlov [19] and Polishchuk [20] have demonstrated that the group U(A × kÂ ) of isometric automorphisms of A × kÂ plays a central role in the study of derived autoequivalences of D b (A). Recall that U(A × kÂ ) is the group of automorphisms σ = x y z w of the abelian k-variety A × kÂ such that
where x is a homomorphism A → A, y is a homomorphismÂ → A, and so forth.
Orlov [19] showed that there is a representation of Aut D b (A) on U(A × k A) with kernel precisely the subgroup Z × (A × kÂ )(k). Moreover, when k is algebraically closed, the map Aut D b (A) → U(A × kÂ ) is surjective. This follows 17 from Orlov [19] when k has characteristic 0, and from Polishchuk [20, Theorem 15.5] 
Since the right-hand map is surjective on algebraically closed fields, it follows that when k is perfect, the map is a surjective map of sheaves. In any case, let V A denote the image as anétale sheaf. So, V A is a subsheaf of U A , and its sections over a field l is some subgroup of the group of unitary automorphisms of (A × kÂ ) l . We have an exact sequence 
vanishes by [23, Proposition 40] .
The following theorem and its corollaries give the main application of the theory of twisted Brauer spaces in our paper. 
if k is perfect and if such an automorphism exists, then
where φ is the polarization of A. Thus, Y is in the subgroup of H 1 (k, A) generated by X. Since the argument is symmetric, it follows that X and Y generate the same subgroup. The theorem follows. 
Proof. The corollary follows as above from the fact that V A = U A and that 
Derived equivalences of elliptic schemes
By an elliptic fibration, we mean a flat projective morphism p : X → S onto an integral scheme S such that the generic fiber X η is a smooth genus 1 curve. If p has a section, we say that it is a Jacobian elliptic fibration. Let p : J → S be a Jacobian elliptic fibration defined over the complex numbers with smooth base S. Then, there is a small resolution in the analytic category, resulting in a smooth complex analytic manifold J → J. In [10, 6.4] , Cȃldȃraru asks when D b (J, α) ≃ D b (J, β) for two Brauer classes α and β in Br(J). He found that if J → S is a so-called generic elliptic 3-fold, and if β = aα, where a is coprime to the order of α, then such an equivalence does exist. The definition of a generic elliptic 3-fold is not important for us, as we will work in far greater generality, and we give a partial answer to Cȃldȃraru's question. Definition 6.1. Let p : J → S be a Jacobian elliptic fibration. We say that a triangulated equivalence F : Perf(J, α) ≃ Perf(J, β) is compatible with p if F is isomorphic to Φ P for some P ∈ Perf(J × S J, α −1 ⊠ β).
Work of Canonaco and Stellari [11] shows that if J is smooth and projective over a field, then every such triangulated equivalence F is represented by a kernel P ∈ D b (J × k J, α −1 ⊠ β). The more important criterion is that P be supported scheme-theoretically on the closed subscheme J × S J ⊆ J × k J.
Cȃldȃraru's proof that D b (J, α) ≃ D b (J, β) as above shows that in fact the equivalence is compatible with the morphism p. The equivalence is defined by a Fourier-Mukai transform defined by a specific sheaf, in this case a universal sheaf for some moduli problem. Since the moduli problem is relative to S, it is automatic that it is supported not just on J × C J but scheme-theoretically on J × S J. The importance of this notion is encoded in the following proposition. where the vertical map Br(J η ) → Br J η (k) sends a class (X, γ) to D b (X, γ). The action of σ ∈ Br(k) on (X, γ) is simply σ · (X, γ) = (X, γ + σ). It follows that the image of (X, γ) in H 1 (k, Aut QC dg (J η )) is the same as (X, 0). In particular, (X, 0) and (Y, 0) have the same image. Now, the exact same argument as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 shows that aX = Y in H 1 (k, J η ) for some integer a prime to the order of X. Now, aα = (aX, aγ) = (Y, ǫ + (aγ − ǫ)) = β + (0, aγ − ǫ). As aα and β are Brauer classes that are unramified over J, it follows that aγ − ǫ is too. But, this means that aγ − ǫ ∈ Br(S). Since the argument is symmetric, this completes the proof.
Remark 6.4. The situation in [10] is more special in that the assumption is that the classes α and β are of the form (X, 0) and (Y, 0) in the notation of the proof. For these classes, the same proof yields the stronger statement that aα = β for some a coprime to the order of α. Remark 6.6. One can also consider the special case of α = (X, γ) and β = (X, 0). In this case, we are asking about derived equivalences D b (X, γ) ≃ D b (X) for γ ∈ Br(S). When S = Spec k, Han [13] and Ciperiani-Krashen [12] have shown that the map Br(S) → Br(X) need not be injective. The elements γ in the kernel of this map, the relative Brauer group Br(X/S), obviously give examples. In [1, Conjecture 2.13], it is suggested that these are the only examples.
The admittedly strong hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied in the examples in [10] and also for example in Bridgeland and Maciocia's treatment [8, Section 4] of derived equivalences of elliptic surfaces of non-zero Kodaira dimension.
